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 Typically, ions are treated classically using frozen Born Oppenheimer 
Approximation (BOA) or Ehrenfest dynamics (ED)
 Effects of full quantum treatment ?
 
 Model system: one-dimensional dihydrogen cation, H
2
+ 
 Optical absorption spectra from:
 BOA ion calculations 
 ED ion calculations





 Optical response to an external source
 Assess the validity of the adiabatic approximations 
 How ? Fictitiously vary        ”electron-ion coupling”
S. Takahashi and K. Takatsuka, J. Chem. Phys. 124 (2006), 1–14.














 Hamiltonian (centre of mass frame) in atomic units (a.u.) 
J. R. Hiskes, Phys. Rev. 122 (1960), 1207-1217
 Soft Coulomb Potential
Coulomb potential ill-defined in 1-D
R. Loudon, Am J. Phys. 27 (1959), 649-655
 Exact numerical diagonalisation feasible
 We use the real-space code OCTOPUS 



























Negligible if       >>μI μe
Optical Spectra in BOA and ED ions
 The system is perturbed by a weak ”kick”
 Linear dipole response d(t)
 Lorentzian lineshape (e-)
 Same as we vary 
 Difference: ehrenfest transition (gs force field frequency) 
Continuum states (ionization)
d (t )=d0 sin (ω0 t )
gs    1Ex




dt e−iω t d (t)]
  (2LS)ω0



















 Non-adiabatic effects: vary         ”electron-ion coupling”
 Decay of d(t)    gaussian lineshape (e- and ions)




Optical Spectra in full quantum ions
 Ionic WP at minimum gs PES
 Kick: ”part” ionic WP gs PES    1Ex PES
 Ionic WP propagation (1Ex unbounded)
 
 
Ionic WP decoherence      gaussian decay d(t) 




 Lorentzian (e-) vs Gaussian (e-/ion) lineshape
 Non-adiabatic optical transition
 
 Smaller ”e-/ion coupling” as        






 Consider more realistic systems and external sources 
(pulse shapes) 
 Perform TDDFT and compare to the exact calculations
 H
2
 in 1D (1e-)
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ED vs BOA
 Initial state: (gs + j)
 Forces
∣ψ(x , t=0) 〉=eikx∣ψgs 〉
∣ψgs 〉+ik 〈ψ j∣x∣ψgs〉∣ψ j 〉
∣ψgs 〉+ik d j , gs∣ψ j 〉
F ED=−〈ψ(x , t=0)∣
∂
∂R





2d j , gs
2 〈ψ j∣
∂
∂R
H e∣ψ j〉
